The Wild Border Tour
• Miles of beautiful but desolate
country
• Only railroad rails and a barbed wire fence
separate Mexico from the USA
• This frontier is Teeming with wildlife. And
with the Cartel
Experience the US/Mexico border that only a few have. Your guides are well
trained and experienced Special Operators who know how to avoid contacts with the
Mexican Cartels who Operate in these remote areas of the border. Your guides are also
Trackers and will point out where people have moved North to the border fence,
crossed the fence and continued North into the USA.
Your day begins at Montezuma Pass where from its heights you can see for
miles. Then we take you down to the border fence and drive the road that parallels the
fence. We will stop at several locations where the fence is damaged from Cartel
personnel having crossed. We carry radios to monitor Cartel radio transmissions. This
way we know when they are close to us. You will hear those radio transmissions. An
exciting trip for those who dare.
We will visit the ghost town of Duquesne with its still intact buildings, which is
only a very few miles North of the border. On the way back to civilization we will stop in
Elgin at one of the many wineries. From there we will go to the Fairbank ghost town,
which was settled in 1881 and the nearest rail stop to nearby Tombstone.
Itinerary
Start at 9:00am / End at 4:00pm
Inclusions
• Complimentary Water
• Sack Lunch (We will stop along the trail for lunch)
• Two four-wheel drive vehicles
• Two guides and two drivers (All are Operators)
Essentials
There will be minimal walking but wear closed toe shoes to protect against vegetation.
Wear appropriate clothing for the weather. Sunscreen and cap are suggested.

